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  Cuckoo X CLOCK- Tree

We all like the surprise when the cuckoo clock strikes on each hour. In traditional models, cuckoo clocks have 

only one diligent bird to tell time, which in our opinion is a little lonely. haoshi designs cuckoo clock comes 

with two birds, meeting on each hour, so they can keep each other company.

The expectation of meeting you for 30 seconds in every hour is the strength and energy that got me through the 

other 3570 seconds of work. Thank you for bringing hope in my life, now time for me is like a track that brings me 

to you. See you in an hour.



Cuckoo X CLOCK- Tree 
Resin / Movement
W113mm X D200mm X H320mm
Bird -  W60mm X D65mm X H70mm



  Sparrow X CLOCK 

Sparrows symbolize the good things in life. Some will come and go and be forgotten as time goes by, but 

some will be found just outside your window. All you need to do is to open the window and let them in. Just 

let time record the details of that story. 

Sparrows stay for a while at my front window then fly away at next second toward its destination to chase its 

dream. Thank you for being there with me, even though it was only a short period of time, yet it was full of 

wonderful moments. Therefore, I would give my blessings to those who had left and look forward to 

welcoming those who is yet to come. 

http://www.haoshi.com.tw/


Sparrow X CLOCK 
Resin / Movement
W820mm X D80mm X H450mm 

http://www.haoshi.com.tw/


  Goldfish X CLOCK 

Promoting permanent good fortune, Goldfish Clock designed by Griffin Yang of Haoshi Designs, presents nine 
goldfish in a static school, over which the changing light of day plays as time goes by. In Eastern tradition, nine 
represents flourishing fortune, while goldfish stands for luck and riches: together, it's good luck non-stop. Good 
fortune (be it way of wealth or luck) is staked on the 9 goldfish. "Goldfish swim freely with their beautiful long 
tails, in gestures of delicacy and elegance," notes Griffin. "They swim with no rush; they swim away from all 
earthly once. Their elegant rhythm freezes the moment into forever". The pieces are made of matte white 
resin and hand-finished for details and can be easily applied to any surface. A pattern is enclosed for the simple 
installation. Between move and still, realist and dream, the goldfish wall clock would record the happiness with 
you in every single second. 



Goldfish X CLOCK 
Resin  
W650mm×D100mm×H650mm 



Swallow X CLOCK 

Even though time waits for no one, the flying swallow will make you stop to enjoy the moment. The clock 
merges the aesthetics of movement and silence. A dozen flying swallows serve as the 12 numbers on a clock. In 
this unusual and beautiful "Swallow Clock", Haoshi Design brings us a truly unique take on the traditional wall 
clock. The swallow symbolizes luck and hope and may this clock give you the wings of good fortune and make 
you fly up high in life. Very easy to install and the swallows are very well detailed. The packing includes a 
template allowing you to vary the diameter of the overall clock from 50cm - 60cm. The instructions are easy 
and fool-proof. This wall clock is sure to make a great conversation piece in any interiors. Truly a Ingenious 
design, unique and beautiful



Swallow X CLOCK 
Resin  
W650mm×D100mm×H650mm 



Moon X CLOCK- Series 

Watch as the night falls, in the darkness where quiet and stillness roams. The nightly wood animals are ready to 
explore, guided by a single force, the light of the moon. These sentiments are encapsulated in this piece, a wall 
clock that glows as the shadows blanked your quarters. The entire series of the sleed and modern clock will 
enliven your space. A layer of Fluorescent Whitening agent has been applied to the surface of the clock, 
exposed to day light, "it will generate a shimmer in the dark...like the moon is giving a warm hug to the 
nocturnal animal".



Moon X CLOCK- Series
Resin  
W250mm × D80mm × W250mm 



Moon X CLOCK - Wolf
Resin  
W250mm × D80mm × W250mm  



Moon X CLOCK - Owl
Resin  
W250mm × D80mm × W250mm  



Moon X CLOCK - Raven 
Resin  
W250mm × D80mm × W250mm  



Moon X CLOCK - Cat 
Resin  
W250mm × D80mm × W250mm  



"haoshi" means "good things". Haoshi believes that life is full of happy and interesting things.

 Haoshi Design was established in 2009, named by the Chinese pronunciation "good things". "In 
our daily life, emotions are often affected by trifles easily, and it is easy to neglect some good 
things around us which can bring us joyfulness and satisfaction. So we add a kind of purity and 
peace into our design concept." says Griffin Yang, Design, Haoshi. By using concrete exquisite 
technical art to present the abstract life concept, designer's life philosophy can present 
completely and perfectly through the visual art. In building on this premise, the idea for world 
famous The Swallow Clock was born. Their intention was to spread their optimistic attitude 
towards life and express it through their design concepts by adding a dash of purity and peace in 
their creations, and by extension, into our lives.
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